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General AINarrow AI

● Designed to perform specific 
tasks

● Can’t solve unfamiliar problems
● Examples: facial recognition, 

language translation
● Google Translate

● Designed to perform intellectual 
tasks that a human can do

● Can solve unfamiliar problems
● Learning, adapting to new 

situations, reasoning about 
abstract concepts

● ChatGPT

What is AI?
ABOUT



● Meeting Rooms
● Desks & Hybrid Offices
● Membership Plans

Descriptions for Products & 
Services

Marketing
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

87% of consumers consider product descriptions as an 
important factor in deciding to buy online.



● Texts for newsletters
● Blog & social media posts
● Mobile app descriptions for 

App Store and Google Play

Promotional Materials

Marketing
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

83% of marketers believe the quality of social media 
posts is more important than the quantity.



● Jumpstart conversations
● Answer common questions
● Encourage to take actions

Lead-Capture Conversations

Selling & Upselling
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

99% of B2B marketers say AI chatbots increase 
conversion rates by at least 10%.



● Descriptions and cover photos 
for membership benefits

● On-demand products

Appealing Sales Materials

Selling & Upselling
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

87% of consumers say that product photos are very 
important when making a purchase decision online.



● Privacy Policy and Terms of Use
● Welcome emails
● Location information & guides

Educate and Create a Sense 
of Belonging

Customer Onboarding
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

87% of people will tell at least one person about their 
experience.



● Event ideas, descriptions and 
cover photos

● Creative posts for community 
feed

Engaging with Community

Community Management
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

71% of consumers say a good social media experience would make 
them recommend a brand to friends or colleagues.



● Hold complete support conversations
● Zero setup required
● Provide accurate answers based on your existing support content
● Pass complex questions to the human support team

Quality Customer Support 24/7

Customer Support
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

 74%  of users prefer chatbots when seeking answers to 
simple questions.



● Learn the current average price across 
the city’s flexible workspaces

● Optimize pricing across your spaces
● Strategize against competitors

Data-Driven Decisions

Market Intelligence
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

1300% the average ROI for enterprises using business 
intelligence and analytics.



● Understand people count across every room, office, floor
● Reduce cost & wasted space
● Design spaces customers want to use
● Automate cleaning in recently occupied spaces
● Space availability based on real-time usage data

Generate ROI with 
Occupancy Intelligence

Occupancy & Space Utilization
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

50% of normal energy consumption can be saved with 
occupancy sensors in meeting rooms.



● Stable indoor temperature
● Lower HVAC operating costs
● Healthier, happier tenants
● Reduce CO2 emissions
● Identify HVAC system imbalances, failures, and flaws

Maintain Comfortable 
Indoor Climate

Energy Efficiency
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

40% Ecopilot AI-powered HVAC estimated energy savings with ~3 
Year ROI.



● Access with facial biometrics, mobile & key card
● Two-way video intercom system
● Cloud-based admin dashboard
● Grant & revoke credentials remotely
● Works with turnstiles, elevators, parking gates, and garages

Enable 24/7 Access

Security & Access Control
USE CASES

EXAMPLES

70% of people think facial recognition can enhance security 
systems and are comfortable with its use at places they visit.



Customer Journey
USE CASES

Onboarding 

Activation

Satisfaction

Offboarding



● Routines automation
● More time for building community
● Greater customer satisfaction & loyalty

Helpful But Not All-Powerful

AI & Our Future
USE CASES



In Case You Missed It

How to Boost Coworking 
Space Efficiency with AI

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) 
technology have made it possible to 
simplify boring tasks and boost 
coworking space administrator’s work 
efficiency.

READ MORE
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